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Abstract
We present a robust and scalable algorithm to
enable multiple robots to efficiently explore previously unknown environments. Applications
of this algorithm include but are not limited to
the exploration of scalar (e.g. concentration of
a chemical substance) or vector fields (e.g. direction and intensity of the magnetic field). As
opposed to previous works, our algorithm does
not require prior knowledge about the shape or
size of the environment. Also, its time complexity decreases from cubic to linear in respect to
the environment’s size. The algorithm employs
a Gaussian process model to predict values at
still unvisited locations and associates them an
uncertainty. Based on a continuously updated
map of these predicted values and uncertainties, each robot computes its next movement
online by following the local gradient of uncertainty. We have experimentally validated our
algorithm with densely measured data of an indoor magnetic field with significant spatial variations. We present a performance comparison
of our algorithm with several trajectories. This
comparison shows that the estimate computed
by our algorithm approaches the true state of
the environment faster than these other alternatives.

1

Introduction

Exploration is a fundamental task in a wide range of applications, such as prospecting, environmental analysis,
or search and rescue. Often mobile robots are well-suited
to carry sensors to locations at which sampling should
take place. In general it is desirable to reduce the required time and manpower for the exploration of a given
environment. This naturally leads to parallelization by
means of multiple robots, which form a self-coordinating
multi-agent system with relatively little human supervision per robot.

Figure 1: Multi-agent system exploring a vector field
(here magnetic field intensity) with the Sense-PredictMove algorithm. The agents sense the physical process and broadcast the measurements. They predict the
remaining values employing a Gaussian process model.
The agents calculate their new position optimizing a reward function, which makes them follow gradients of uncertainty. On top, we show the variance predicted by the
Gaussian process as the agents move. The white lines
represent the agents’ trajectories.

1.1

Motivation

While brute-force systematic sampling may often be feasible, we are motivated to derive algorithms that, without previous knowledge of the environment, allow us to
obtain desired exploration results more rapidly, and/or
with less resources. This may be economically advantageous or even life-critical in search and rescue missions.
In particular, we are interested in obtaining a usable map
with sufficient information in the least amount of time.
We aim to derive a low computational complexity algorithm, such that it could be applied to a mission with
small robots like Quadrocopters. To obtain the most
informative samples in a minimum amount of time, we
want to exploit spatial dependencies of the region of interest and model its parameters. This also allows us to
predict desired information of places that have not been
visited yet to obtain faster a usable map of exploration
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results.

1.2

Problem Statement

We wish to explore an environment as accurately as possible, in the sense of minimizing the difference between
estimate and ground truth, and as efficiently, in the sense
of consuming as little as possible of the limited resources,
such as time, energy, or communication capacity.
Without loss of generality we formulate the problem,
model and algorithm for a two-dimensional case in order
to avoid notation clutter. A scenario is composed of an
environment, information objects and NA agents.
The environment S is the physical space in which the
information objects and the agents are located. Let
sr,c ∈ R 2 be the central position of the cell (r, c) in
an Rg × Cg grid. We define the environment as S =
[sr,c ]r=1,...,Rg ; c=1,...,Cg .
Each information object or,c ∈ R is a Gaussian distributed random variable located at the spatial position
sr,c . The set of all information objects is defined as
O = [or,c ]r=1,...,Rg ; c=1,...,Cg .
The agent’s network is represented by a set of identifiers I = {1, ..., NA } and a set of robots R = R[i] i∈I .
A robot R[i] stores: its spatial location p[i] ∈ S, its set
of measurements Z [i] , the combined
map of predictions
i
h
[i]
and
and measurements P [i] = Pr,c
i r=1,...,Rg ; c=1,...,Cg
h
[i]
.
the variance map U [i] = Ur,c
r=1,...,Rg ; c=1,...,Cg

The presence of obstacles in the environment is not
considered in this work. We also assume that there is a
permanent and perfect communication link between any
two agents in the environment.

1.3

Related Work

There is a growing interest in multi-agent systems which
cooperate to achieve a common objective [Olfati-Saber
et al., 2007]. Our focus is mapping physical phenomena
with a team of robots. To monitor environments, mobile sensors have been proven to be very efficient [Howard
et al., 2002; Ogren et al., 2004; Poduri and Sukhatme,
2004]. Our goal is not only monitoring, but obtaining a
fine usable representation of a static physical phenomena within a previously unknown environment. Furthermore, to increase the algorithm’s efficiency, we aim to
measure only a subset of points in the environment and
predict the remaining values. Therefore, we exploit the
spatial dependencies of the process under study [Rachlin
et al., 2005].
Markov random fields have been used to derive a level
curve tracking algorithm to map an oceanographic process with a multi-agent system [Williams and Sukhatme,
2012]. For the experimental setup, the variables under
study are modeled as binary processes to reduce complexity. However, we are interested in continuous valued

variables. Also, in order to take advantage of the process’
spatial structure, we consider more complex probabilistic
models.
Gaussian Processes are one of the most common
methods to model physical phenomena [Rasmussen and
Williams, 2005]. Fink and Kumar propose in [Fink
and Kumar, 2010] an online estimation of a radio signal
source based on a Gaussian Process model of the propagated signal. However, they only consider the singlerobot case. Also, the computational complexity grows
cubically with the number of predictive samples and
therefore, does not allow big environments.
In [Stranders et al., 2008], Stranders et al. propose a
decentralized algorithm for online monitoring of spatial
phenomena using several mobile sensors. They model
an isotropic physical process as a Gaussian Process with
a Matérn covariance function. The sensors’ motion follows an entropy maximization criterion. However, as the
sensors placement is restricted, the environment can not
be explored with complete freedom and is limited in size
by the amount of agents. In contrast to the last two
approaches, we propose a multi-agent exploration algorithm that is scalable with the environment’s size.
Krause et al. present in [Krause and Guestrin, 2007]
a single-agent exploration algorithm using a Gaussian
Process model. The core contribution of their work is
the proof of a theoretical bound which quantifies the
differences between active (the agent calculates its new
position based on the observations) and a priori strategies. This algorithm is extended to the multiple robots
case by Singh et al. in [Singh et al., 2009]. They propose
an offline algorithm to compute quasi-optimal paths of
a team of robots to maximize the collected information
given their start and finishing position. They use an
underlying Gaussian Process model and consider that
the robots have bounded resources. A cell spatial decomposition of the environment handles the algorithm’s
complexity. But, for a cell spatial decomposition as well
as a definition of the starting and final location, previous information of the environment is needed. Moreover,
the algorithm is not robust against failure of agents. In
this work, we derive a distributed online algorithm that
allows robot failure. Also, it does not require a prior
knowledge about the shape or size of the environment.
Motivated by research on using the magnetic field inside buildings for indoor localization [Angermann et al.,
2012], we chose to validate our algorithm with the exploration of the indoor magnetic field as our physical
process under study.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we introduce the theoretical model on which
the algorithm is based and give an overview of the Gaussian Processes for regression. In Section 3 we introduce
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the Sense-Predict-Move algorithm in detail, presenting
two different reward functions to control the robots’ motion. In Section 4 we describe our experimental setup
and results. We further present the results of simulations
to investigate scalability and robustness and compare the
performance of our algorithm to several trajectories. We
discuss our findings in Section 5.

learning are the squared exponential (2) and the Matérn
class (3) covariance functions. This second one is characterized by a smoothness parameter ν; with Kν the
modified Bessel function and Γ(ν) the gamma function.


−(x − x0 )2
(2)
k(x, x0 ) = σf2 · exp
2l2

2

2ν(x − x0 )2
)
l
(3)
Hyperparameters are a set of parameters which define
completely the covariance function. The squared exponential and the Matérn class covariance function are defined by: 1) σf2 is the maximum allowed covariance; 2)
l models the covariance between variables separated a
certain distance.
In this work, we define the mean function for the Gaussian Process m(x) = 0, since we do not want to assume
a prior data model of the physical process.

Spatial Gaussian Process Model

0

Consider, for example, the task of obtaining a map of
the magnetic field intensity in an indoor environment.
If we could model the spatial dependencies of the magnetic field well, we could fill spatial gaps between measurements with predictions [Cressie, 1992]. The stronger
the dependencies and the better they are represented in
a model, the less measurements we need to achieve a
certain accuracy. Gaussian Processes represent an alternative to model physical phenomena with strong spatial variations; e.g. temperature, magnetic field intensity [Kemppainen et al., 2010], etc.
A Gaussian Process [Rasmussen and Williams, 2005]
is a collection of random variables, any finite number
of which have a multivariate Gaussian distribution. It is
fully specified by a mean function m(x) and a covariance
function k(x, x0 ).
We define the following vectors1 : 1) x= [x1 , x2 , ..., xn ]
is the n-observations input space. 2) f = [f1 , f2 , ..., fn ]
is the set of the observed target values. Each of the
observed target values corresponds to one of the variables
in the n-observations input space. 3) x∗ is the predictive
input space.
Gaussian Processes are commonly used as priors in a
Bayesian setting. Given f and x, we can predict the target values f∗ for the predictive input space x∗ . The elements in f∗ are distributed according to: p(f∗ |x∗ , x, f ) =
N (f̄∗ , σf2∗ ). The mean vector f̄∗ and the variance vector
σf2∗ of the posterior distribution are calculated as:
f̄∗

= m(x∗ ) + K∗T · K −1 · (f − m(x)),

σf2∗

= K∗∗ − K∗T · K −1 · K∗ .

(1)

The matrices K, K∗ , K∗∗ are defined from the covariance function as:
K = [k(xi , xj )]i,j=1,...,n , K∗ = [k(x∗ , xi )]i=1,...,n ,
K∗∗ = k(x∗ , x∗ ).
The definition of the covariance function assumes the
notion of similarity, which means that we expect that
closer points are more likely to be similar. We focus our
interest in stationary and isotropic covariance functions.
The most widely used covariance functions in machine
1

For simplicity in the notation, the formulation corresponds to a one-dimensional input space, which can be extrapolated to a multidimensional input space.

k(x, x ) =

3

σf2

21−ν
·
(
Γ(ν)

p

2ν(x − x0 )2 ν
) Kν (
l

p

Sense-Predict-Move Algorithm

We aim to estimate the set of information objects O
located in the environment S, with NA agents. We
propose a three stages algorithm: Sense, Predict and
Move. Each agent executes the algorithm iteratively at
the same time.

3.1

Sense

Let p[i] = sa,b be the spatial location of agent R[i] , that
measures the information object oa,b ∈ O with a noisefree sensor. The agent R[i] updates its set of measurements Z [i] . The updated set of measurements Ž [i] will
be Ž [i] = Z [i] ∪ (oa,b , sa,b ). Z [i] is initialized as an empty
set.
After sensing, the agent R[i] shares the set of measurements with the rest of the NA agents. The
 updated set
of measurements Ž [i] will be Ž [i] = Z [i] ∪ Z [j] j∈I, i6=j .

3.2

Predict

Given the set of measurements Z [i] , we predict the information objects in a local area around p[i] = sa,b . We
use Gaussian Processes for regression.
Scalability and Prediction Area. The computational complexity of the Gaussian Processes for regression grows cubically with the number of observations.
Therefore, we define a prediction area centered in p[i] =
sa,b to guarantee the scalability when the environment
grows. The prediction length is given by Rp . The prediction area ARp (a, b) is defined as ARp (a, b) = {(r, c)}
with |a − r|, |b − c| ≤ Rp .
For the set of cells {(r, c)} = ARp (a, b), we carry out
regression analysis using Gaussian Processes. According to the notation introduced in Section II, we define
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the vectors: f = [or,c ] , x = [sr,c ] with (or,c , sr,c ) ∈ Z [i]
and x∗ = [sr,c ]. Given these vectors, we calculate f̄∗ ,
σf2∗ for the positions x∗ using (1). We assume that the
hyperparameters, which define the covariance function,
are known. This is a realistic assumption, since we can
usually take some measurements and calculate the hyperparameters which maximize the marginal likelihood.
Prediction Information Update. The sets P [i] and
U [i] are updated with the measurements Z [i] and predictions f̄∗ , σf2∗ .
For the set of the cells {(r, c)} = ARp (a, b), we update
[i]
[i]
Pr,c = or,c , Ur,c = 0 if (or,c , sr,c ) ∈ Z [i] . Otherwise we
[i]
[i]
update Pr,c , Ur,c with the corresponding elements2 of
the predicted vectors f̄∗ , σf2∗ , respectively.
The mean of the Gaussian distribution is the value
with the highest likelihood. Therefore, for the locations
sr,c on which we do not have measurements, we update
P [i] with the mean vector of the predicted distribution
f̄∗ . We initialize P [i] = [0] and U [i] = [∞].

3.3

Move

The key concept of the Sense-Predict-Move algorithm
lies in the search of high uncertainty locations. We define
a reward function which drives an agent following that
principle.
We propose two alternative algorithms: Local View
and Wide View. Both of them use a greedy approach
to maximize the reward function. They differ in how far
the agents can see, which leads to the definition of two
classes of Motion Graphs. The Motion Graph GM is an
undirected graph which holds the positions to which the
agent can move. Each of the nodes in the set of nodes
VGM is associated to a position from the set S. The agent
can only move between two nodes if they are linked by
an edge, the collection of which is the set of edges EGM .
The agent calculates its next position optimizing the
reward function H [i] :

[i]

[i]

[i]

H (p , U , S) =

Rg Cg
X
X
r=1 c=1



[i]
f [i] p[i] , Ur,c
, sr,c · ϕ(sr,c ).

(4)
The function ϕ allows us to pre-define positions of particular interest, by giving different weights to the spatial
positions in S. The agent function f [i] informs us about
the reward obtained by the agent R[i] when it moves
from p[i] to sr,c . We define the agent function as:





f [i] p[i] , U [i] , sr,c =

 [i]
 Ur,c


0

sr,c ∈ NGM (p[i] ),
otherwise,
(5)

2

Associated to the same spatial location sr,c .

where NGM (p[i] ) is the neighbourhood of the node p[i]
in the Motion Graph GM .
The agent’s next position p̌[i] is calculated according
to,
p̌[i] = arg maxsr,c H [i] (p[i] , U [i] , sr,c ).

(6)

Local View
The Local View algorithm defines a Motion Graph GM
only based on local knowledge. Let p[i] = sa,b be the
agent’s location. The set of edges is defined as EGM =
{{sr,c , sa,b }} with |a − r|, |b − c| ≤ 1 and (a − r, b − c) 6=
(0, 0). This algorithm lets the agent move to any of the
adjacent cells in the environment.
Wide View
The Wide View algorithm tries to imitate the human
behavior. We do not restrict the agent’s knowledge to
a local area, as we do with the Local View algorithm.
We let the agent see farther. We guide the agent to high
uncertainty positions contained in a wide area restricted
by the view length.
For an agent located in p[i] = sa,b , the view length
Rv defines the view area as WRv (a, b) = {(r, c)} with
|a − r|, |b − c| ≤ Rv .
For the set of the cells {(r, c)} = WRv (a, b), we calculate the highest uncertainty location sha,hb . This location corresponds to the position sr,c in which the vari[i]
ance map element Ur,c is the highest.
The highest uncertainty position sha,hb with respect to
the agent position p[i] = sa,b will determine the agent’s
motion graph. Given the agent’s location, we define eight
zones, in which the highest uncertainty location can be
placed. Each of the zones (z1), (z2), ..., (z8) corresponds
to a different motion graph. Figure 2(a) represents the
different zones for a view area defined by Rv = 2. We
show in Figure 2(b) a simplified version of the Motion
Graph GM for each of the zones for an agent located in
the orange node.
At this point, the agent has already calculated its new
location optimizing the proposed reward function. The
agent moves to the next location and continues with the
next iteration of the algorithm.
Once we stop running the algorithm, each of the robots
has measured and estimated different information objects. We are interested in a unique result as output
of the algorithm. Our predicted and measured informa[i]
[i]
tion objects are distributed as sr,c ∼ N (Pr,c , Ur,c ) with
i ∈ I. By using Bayes’ rule, we can fuse the Gaussian
distributed functions predicted by the NA agents to obtain the final map.

4

Validation

We test the Sense-Predict-Move algorithm in a hybrid
setup including real sensor data and subsequent simula-
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Figure 2: Wide View algorithm. (a): For an agent located in the white cell, we calculate the zone where the
highest uncertainty location is placed. Each of the zones
corresponds to a different motion graph. (b): Simplified
Motion Graph GM for each of the zones for an agent located in the cell corresponding to the orange node. The
agent can move to any of the nodes linked by an edge.
tion of multiple robots’ movements and sensing. We use
a personal computer running MATLAB3 for our simulations. The information objects correspond to the magnetic field intensities in an indoor environment. We measure the magnetic field intensities using a robotic platform and a magnetic field sensor.

4.1

sensor from the robot’s ferromagnetic components and
electromagnetic field generating devices.
We employ a commercial motion capture system (Vicon) to provide ground truth information of the robot’s
position. Our particular setup consists of 16 infrared
sensitive cameras and infrared strobes.

Experimental Setup

Experiments and Discussion of Results

We execute the algorithm with simulated robots. The
information objects are based on a 40m2 map of the
magnetic field intensity of 4128 samples, captured on the
ground within the DLR lab with a resolution4 of 10 cm.
The chosen resolution depends on the final application
of the obtained map (in this case localization by using
the magnetic field features [Angermann et al., 2012]).
We learn the hyperparameters of the Gaussian Process
model by maximizing the marginal likelihood of a subset of the information objects [Rasmussen and Williams,
2005]. Then we use the remaining information objects
for the experimental validation.
We divide the algorithm execution in discrete time
steps k = 1, 2, 3, ... Each time step corresponds to one
execution of the algorithm loop. To test the algorithm
performance, we chose the Exploration Time as the performance metric. We define the Exploration Time as
the number of time steps k necessary to reduce the initial mean squared error (MSE (1 )) by 98%. The MSE
in time step k is calculated according to,

We use a holonomic robot to generate the magnetic field
maps (see Figure 3). The robot is a modified version of
a proprietary protocol for configuration and data logging;
the commercially
platform
the MTwavailable
uses a proprietarySlider
wireless communications
link by Commonoperating in the 2.4 GHz ISM band. For the experiments,
Rg Cg
place Robotics.
its four
wheels the
X
X
both theDue
odometryto
measurements
Z and mecanum
magnetic field
2
1
measurements Z are received at 100 Hz.
or ,c − P̄r ,c ,
(7)
MSE
(k
)
=
platform is ableWeto
omnidirectional
movements,
used perform
these sensors for the
robotic magnetic mapping,
Rg · Cg r =1 c=1
the non-legged localization, and the pedestrian localization.
following inputFor commands
lateral and rotathe robotic mapping, wefor
mountforward,
the sensor on a wooden
beam that extended 0.75 m from the center of the robot.


tional velocities.
The purpose of this beam is to separate the sensor from
where P̄ = P̄r,c r=1,...,R ; c=1,...,C is the fusion of the
the robot’s ferromagnetic components (e.g., bearings, steel
g
g
The magnetic
field
sensor field
module
used(e.g.,in the reported
screws)
and electromagnetic
generating devices
motors, motor drivers). We note that the distance of 0.75 m
NA combined maps of predictions plus measurements
experiments iswaspart
ofto itsa sufficient
commercial
integrated sensor
selected due
separation yet reasonable
[i]
length with respect to the difficulty of positioning a long stride phase of the step movementP
cycle. .
Additionally, we
package (Xsens
We mounted the equipped
sensor
on
a markers in order to obtain
“lever MTx).
arm.”
the shoe
with reflective
For
the
ground truth trajectory data from the motion
tracking
system.simulations, we set ϕ(sr,c ) = 1 ∀sr,c ∈ S.
C. Robotic Platform
wooden beam that
extended 0.75 m from the center of
In this work, we use an omnidirectional robot to perform E. System Setup and Software Framework
We
simulate
environments of different sizes by taking
mapping
as well as toof
analyze
performance
We extensively used
the Robot Operating System (ROS)
the robot. The
purpose
thislocalization
beam
is to separate
the
for wheeled platforms. The robot is a modified version of Framework [32] to acquire various subsets
sources of data (ground
of
samples
of the original magnetic field map.
the commercially available Slider platform by Common- truth poses from motion tracking, magnetic measurement
place Robotics, see Fig. 5. The platform’s chassis made data, wheel odometry) and to controlWe
our wheeled
robot. We it to be sufficient, as the spatial dependencies
3
assume
[
We use theof aluminum
GPML
Toolbox
Rasmussen
and
Nickisch,
sheet metal, and its overall dimensions are implemented our particle filter using the Python program450 mm ×300 mm ×170 mm (length × width × height). ming language. Lastly, we used NumPy,
[33], and
of Matplotlib
the physical
process are uniformly distributed. We
2010] to carry out
regression with Gaussian Processes.
The drive system consists of two motor drivers with two OpenCV to compute the homography of the magnetic field
channels, four gearmotors with magnetic encoders, and four and project it in realtime on the floor of our motion capture
analyse
the
effects
on the algorithm performance in the
Mecanum wheels of 150 mm diameter.
laboratory, see Fig. 1.
following.
V. E
R
U
k

B
k

Fig. 6. A pedestrian wearing a shoe equipped with a MTw sensor and
reflective IR markers.

XPERIMENTS AND

ESULTS

A. Magnetic Field Mapping

Covariance Function
We carry out experiments with a wide variety of stationary and isotropic covariance functions: squared exponential (2) and Matérn class (3) with ν = 3/2 and ν = 5/2.
We test the prediction capabilities of those covariance
functions by taking some information objects randomly
The platform is fully holonomic and accepts forward,
Figure 3: Holonomic
robot by Commonplace Robotics,
lateral, and rotational velocity control inputs. The differential
and predicting the rest of the values in the environment.
(∆x , ∆Θ ) are derived from the odometry
equipped withmeasurements
a magnetic
field sensor, generating a magmeasurements Z received from the four wheel encoders at
Figure 4 shows the evolution of the MSE dependent on
a rate of 50 Hz.
netic field intensity
map. Here, we projected
a visual
B. Non-legged
Robot Localization
the percentage of measured information objects. The
D. Foot-mounted Sensor Platform
We have carried out a number of experiments to invesrepresentation of
measured
magnetic
field
For the
the legged
locomotion experiments,
we rigidly
tigateintensities
the localization performance for non-legged locomomounted the sensor packages described in Section IV-B tion. More specifically, we aimed to localize
4 the holonomic
on the lab floor.
Spatial
onto a human’s shoe, see Fig. 6. The odometry measure- wheeled platform described in Section IV-C.
In a firstdistance between two consecutive measurements.
Fig. 5. Robotic platform with sensor arm in a calibrated projection of the
magnetic field intensity.

U
k

U
k

U
k

ments ZU
k from the inertial sensors are processed with
a ZUPT/ZARU/MARU-aided Unscented Kalman filter in
accordance to [31] to derive the differential measurements
U
(∆xU
k , ∆Θk ) of the foot. We not only use the odometry
measurements during the stance phase, but also during the

In preparation for our localization experiments, we created
two separate maps of the magnetic field in our motion capture
laboratory. The first map was created in December 2012 by
manually sweeping the sensor at ground-level using a tackle,
which resulted in a map grid size of 10 cm. The second
map was created in March 2013 by automating our ground
robot (Fig. 5), which resulted in a higher resolution map
of 1 cm grid size. Both mapping methods used the motion
capture system discussed in Section IV-A to determine the
locations of the magnetic field measurements, and the resulting ground-level maps of the three dimensional magnetic
field were approximately 40 m2 . The similarities between
these two maps constructed four months apart suggest that
the magnetic field within our motion capture laboratory is
temporally stable over long periods of time.

experiment, we manually commanded the robot by setting
its forward, lateral, and rotational velocities with a computer
input device. Fig. 7 shows in green the ground truth trajectory
measured by the motion capture system, while the odometry
is shown in red.

2013 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), November 3-7, 2013. Tokyo, Japan
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Figure 5: MSE evolution for the Agent’s Trajectory. We
compare the following trajectories: Meander, Random,
Spiral, SplitTwo and Our algorithm.
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Wide View
Local View

Required Number of Agents

9

curves correspond to the mean of the MSE over 50 trials. It shows, that the Matérn class covariance function
with ν = 3/2 offers the best performance. Therefore, the
following results correspond to the algorithm using this
covariance function.
Prediction and View Length
We aim to characterize the dependency of the prediction
and view length in the Exploration Time with environments of different sizes. Our findings are:
• Starting from small values of Rp , the Exploration
Time remains quasi-constant as we increase the prediction length Rp .
• Given
a
physical
process,
the
function Exploration T ime = f (Rv ) is convex. That
means, it exists an unique Rv which gives the best
algorithm performance.
The parameters Rp , Rv are given by the spatial structure of the physical process and, in consequence, by the
hyperparameters which define the covariance function.
Therefore, the prediction and view length are independent of the environment’s size, which means that the
algorithm’s complexity is constant in Rp , Rv . We can
learn the optimal values of Rp , Rv by initially taking
some measurements and running a simulation.
Trajectory
We test the algorithm performance for one agent with a
Random trajectory and predefined deterministic trajectories (Meander, Spiral, SplitTwo). The SplitTwo trajectory consists of halving the space consecutively. Because of the spatial structure of the physical process and
the Gaussian Processes prediction, we consider that the
SplitTwo trajectory could be the fastest alternative to
reduce the entropy of the process. We replace the Move
part of the algorithm with these trajectories. For the
Predict part, we set Rp to cover the complete environment. The simulated environment contains 4128 information objects. We test our algorithm using the Wide
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Figure 4: Analysis of the prediction capabilities of the
Squared Exponential and Matérn class covariance functions
.
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Figure 6: We simulate the algorithm using real data
(Magnetic Field Intensity) measured in a DLR lab. Required number of agents to explore a magnetic field intensity map of 1935 samples. We compare the performance of the Local View and Wide View algorithm.
View with Rv = 5. Figure 5 shows the mean of the
MSE evolution over 100 trials. We initialize the agent’s
starting position randomly for the Random trajectory
and Our algorithm trajectory. We remark that only the
Random and Our algorithm trajectories can be used in
non-rectangular-shaped environments.
Scalability with the Number of Agents
In Figure 6, we compare the number of agents needed
to explore the environment with the Local View and the
Wide View algorithms. We set Rp to cover the complete
environment and Rv = 5. We carry out the simulation
for a magnetic field intensity map of 1935 samples. It
corresponds to the mean Exploration Time over 100 trials with the agents starting in random positions. We
observe that we can save one agent just by selecting the
Wide View algorithm, without adding an extra complexity. The Exploration Time scales with the required number of agents NA as N1A . This property means that we
can maintain the Exploration Time in an environment
of double size by duplicating the number of agents.
Scalability with the Environment Size
Figure 7 shows the evolution of the Exploration Time
as we increase the environment’s size. The curve cor-

Exploration Time [Samples]
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Figure 7: We simulate the algorithm using real data
(Magnetic Field Intensity) measured in a DLR lab. Evolution of the Exploration Time with the environment’s
size.
responds to the mean Exploration Time over 500 trials using one agent starting in random positions, with
Rp = 11 and Rv = 5. The red dots represent the simulation results. In blue we plot the curve we obtain by
applying linear regression following a least squares criteria. Considering that the complexity introduced by Rp ,
Rv is constant and independent of the environment’s size
(see Section 4.2), the time complexity of the algorithm
is O(M ) for an environment of M samples.

5

Summary and Conclusions

We have proposed and analyzed a novel algorithm for efficient exploration with a distributed multi-agent system,
which does not require any previous information about
the environment. We have proved by simulations that
the algorithm runs in linear time respect to the number of samples in the environment. Also, it is scalable
with the number of agents. We have as well demonstrated the advantage of using Gaussian Processes to
model the physical process under study by comparing
several covariance functions. Simulations show that the
algorithm outperforms the results obtained with several
other trajectories. The obtained results in terms of computational complexity suggest that our algorithm could
be implemented in a network of low-complexity robots
(e.g.swarm of Quadrocopters) to perform the mapping
of an environment.
One of our future goals is handling the robots’ motion in the presence of obstacles. In this work, we have
considered physical phenomena which can be modeled
as Gaussian variables. A possible extension of the algorithm includes non-Gaussian physical processes and
phenomena which can change over time [Rasmussen and
Williams, 2005]. Further steps to improve the algorithm’s efficiency include more intelligent path planning
algorithms; as well as the online learning and adaptation
of the model’s hyperparameters according to the field’s
local characteristics .
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